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NAME-PLAY AND STRUCTURE IN THE OLD ENGLISH EXODUS 

Mark Allen 

University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign 

The Old English E�dus combines narration and high poetic intensity. 

The poem recounts the passage of the Israelites through the Red Sea and 

the destruction of the Egyptians by God's hand. It follows a n  essE:mt.ial.ly · 

chronological pattern, and apparently ends with a satisfactory sense of 

closure: the Israelites celebrate their successful escape from the 

'1 
Egyptian exile. Even though the poem is a narrative, however, word 

play, grammatical and syntactical play, and a broad range of imagery 

typify it. Any reading of Exodus notices an unusual degree of compres-

sion, vibrant imagery, and a combination of the two rarely found in 

Anglo-Saxon literature. 

Just as noticable, the poem digresses into apparently extraneous 

subject areas, where in the midst of the Israelites' flight we find 

axtended discussions of Noah and Abraham. 'lllis so-called digression, 

indeed much of the material that is not wholly narrative, has properly 

been attributed to the allegorical and typological impact of the poem. 

As early as 1902, J. W. Bright argued for recognizing the essential 

baptismal imagery of the work. Cross and Tucker'· much later, proposed 

a more thorough allegorical reading. But J. w. Earl has made the 

single�st important contribution to our understanding of the Exodus. 

Concentrating on the final section of the poem, the so-called digression, 

and several pervasive images, Earl demonstrates that ideas control the 

poem, rather than narrative structure, specifically, "the concepts of 

·judgement and salvation as they are expressed in �he traditions surround-

., 
ing the Old Testament types for baptism. "-
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Most recently, in a new edition of Exodus, Peter J. Lucas has 

observed a thematic cohesion in the work. Agreeing with Earl, Lucas 

notices that the narrative shifts 
'
of the poem do not necessarily ill� 

inate allegorical interpretation, and that the "allegorical hints" do 

not provide a frame for the narrative. Rather, according to Lucas, 

the theme of salvation is "the most powerful unifying factor in the 

poem." Lucas does I read I the broad strokes of the poem' s allegory' 

identifying in particular the Ship of the Church imagery, and he 

recognizes the essential typology of the work, pointing out where the 

poem asks for figural'interpretation: 

Gif onlucan wile lifes wealhstod • . .  
ginfaesten god Gastes caegon, 
run bip gerecenod • . . •  
nu us boceras beteran secgap 
lengren ly.ftwynna. 3 

In short, Lucas concludes that the poem is replete with allegorical 

and typological. implications, and that these and the riarration are held 

together by the theme of salvation. He maintains that "the exodus of 

the Israelites is interpreted as the salvation of mankind. "4 

Exodus, then, is. figural as well as narrative and poetic, and 

I 

these mdes of thought and expression are interrelated by the
. 

typological 

� 
theme of salvation. Moreover, the interrelationship of the three is 

supported by juxtaposition, narrative shift, multi-leveled imagery, and 

other techniques--among them, onomastic play. Indeed, primarily because 

of the work of Fred c·. Robinson, we have been alerted to the value of 

onomastic study for Old English literature. We accept that narrative 

patterns, poetic compression, and figural images are frequently correlated 

through name-play in Old English.
5 

Exodus is simply one example where . 

the effect of the correlation is striking. For here we find names that 
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serve multiple duty as labels, historical and typological allusions, 

etym:)logical puns, and most importantly, as strut:tural support for the 

theme of salvation. 

The easiest to recognize of the various poetic uses of names are 

the apparently simple allusions like "Abrahames sunum" (l. 18), "Moyses 

magum" (1 • . 52.), or "Iosepes gestreon" (l. 588) . Like all allusions, 

they carry associations with them that modify their contexts while being 

limited by them. They can, of course, periphrastically avoid repetition, 

or they can call to mind a broad range of events, qualities or character

istics, and thereby serve many poetic purposes. For example, the 

allusion to "Iosepes gestreon" near the end of the poem recalls the 

beginning of the Egyptian exile which began withJoseph, aiding the poem's 

sense of conclusion--of closure. 6 Or "Abrahames sunum," while referring 

to the Israelites, compells us to see them as Abraham's descendents, 

reminding us that �hey are the Chosen People of the covenant who are 

bound for the land promised generations earlier. This particular 

allusion provokes a series of associations that includes at least the 

following: 'Abraham' recalls the covenant which he made with God; 

his 'sons' receive this covenant; the Israelites are called his sons, 

and therefore should be thought of in terms of the covenant. Notably, 

the context here aids the allusion by emphasizing the reward from God, 

"onwist $les" (1.18) : literally, 'habitation of homeland, ' historically, 

the land of Canaan, and figuratively, the promise of salvation. 

For th.e covenant, of course, was not simply a land.grant; it was 

the promise of salvation for all of the descendents of Abraham. This 

idea is so basic to medieval Christian thought (and much later Christian 

thought) that it need not be rehearsed here. Any reader of Paul's letter 
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to the Romans, the epistle to the Hebrews, or countless commentaries 

was fully aware of the necessity to imitate Abraham's faith, and thereby 

h ' th . f 1 .  7 s are �n e prom1se o sa vat�on. Impo;rtant for our purposes is the 

recollection of the covenant and salvation through the use of allusive 

names and supporting context. 

Denotative play--specifically, traditional etymological play--is 

also evident in Exodus. Editors and critics of the work have noticed a 

variety of specific etymological puns. In his edition of Exodus, 

Edward Burroughs Irving recognizes "an Faeder" (l. 353) as a punning 

reference to Abraham. Robinson sees a play on 'Israel' in "onriht 

Godes" (1. 358) , and a variety of plays on 'Egypt' and 1 Egyptian' (11. 

194, 204, 224, 498, 501) derived from their traditional'interpret�tions 

as perseguens, affliqens, tri.bulens, and tenebrae. D. G. Calder argues 

that "ece lafe" is a play on · 'Noah' ( 1. 3 70) , and J. F. Vickrey that we 

have name play in 11!osepes gestreon 11 ( l. 58 8) . 8 We should also·· add 

'Isaac' to the List. At line 405, he is referred to as Abraham's 

"langsume hiht, 11 his 'long-enduring joy. 1 Jerome, in his influential 

De Nominibus Hebraicis, begins a long tradition when he.claims that 

"Isaac [interpretatur J risus vel gaudium. 11 In varying ways, Gregory, 

Bede, the Glossa Ordinaria, and Rabanus Maurus maintain the tradition.9 

The Exodus poet follows this tradition when he translates qaudium as 

"hiht,." emphasizing the fact that Isaac will be saved. In subtle fashion, 

the name-play anticipates the joy of Isaac's salvation and parallels 

celebration of the 'Israelites after their passage of the Sea. 10 

1Moses ,' of course, is the rost prevalent name in the poem. And 

since he is the major actor in the narrative, his name is frequently 

simple and referential. Yet when the traditional etymology of his 

the 
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name is recal;led; • Moses • seems to read as mre than mere reference. 

Anong the etym:>logies that Jerome lists for 'Moses, • one is fairly 

co!IIDOn in later commentators: "sumptus ex aqua," or variously, "aquaticus."11 

With this in mind, we can see plot and character come together in an unusual 

way in the n� .  • Moses 1 refers to the major character in the work and 

denotes the· major event of the plot. Since Moses and his followers are 

literally taken 1 from the water, • the name anticipates the plot. Unfor

tunately, it is difficult to make more of this than a nice bit of irony 

since the Exodus poet seems to make little of it himself. But since he 

is obviously aware of etymologies elsewhere,· we can hardly dismiss this 

out of hand� 

Far more clear and more important to the impact of the poem are 

the plays on 'Abr aham. ' In traditional etyn-ology 1 'Abriham' means 

some form of ' father I ' and his paternal role is important throughout 

Exodus. Jerome glosses 1 Abraham' variously as "pater viden� populum" 

and "pater videns axul.t�tudinem. "12 Bede, like others, develops the 

gloss significantly when commenting upon the important change of name 

from Abram to Abraham: he notes that Abraham's descendents include 

not ·only those who were brought forth from his seed, but also those 

who imitated the lead of his faith and obedience .13 Abraham means 

'father' and his paternity extends to all those who are his spiritual 

descendents as well as his physical ones. 

The notion is an important one for Exodus. The poem reminds us 

of Abraham's change of name (1. 381) 1 and we find at least seven 

different examples of plays on the name, all recalling his paternity. 

The plays are of two different types: those that refer covertly to 

Abraham, and those which use the name or its denotation to refer to 
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the. Israelites as de�cendents of Abraham. We have already seen one 

of each type:. the reference to "an faeder" (l. 353) noted by Irving 

eXemplifies the first, and the. use of "Abraha.mes sunum" (1. 18), the 

second. But any one of the individual references is less important than 

the pattern that they all. comprise, for this pattern frames and helps to 

Structure the theme Of SalVation 1 integrating the SO-Called digreSSiOn 

{11. 380-446), formally as well as thematically. 

We have seen that the early use of "Abrahames sunum" alludes to the 

Israelites and thereby recalls their place in the covenant. The same 

effect is achieved more obliquely a little later on when the Israelites 

are called the "faedera cyn" (1. 29). The Israelites are kin of the 
/ 

father, etymologically, kin of Abraham. We have here a combination of 

an etymological pun and an allusion, both of which are necessary to 

recognizing the role of the Israelites as types of men on the road to 

salvation. 

If this complex device is not convincing in isolation, another 

instance occurs much later in the work. Indeed, the references to 

the Israelites mentioned above (11. 18 and 29) balance with a similar 

one where Moses, summing up the significance of the passing of the Red 

Sea, recalls the covenant made between God and the "faederyncynne": 

"wile nu qelaestan paet He lange gehet 
mid apsware, engla Drihten, 14 in fyrndagum faederyncynne. " 

Fel.!Diliar in Anglo-Saxon poetry, "faederyncynne" is usually taken to 

mean 'paternal kindred' or something of the sort.
15 But here the meaning 

is probably much more specific. As we know, the poet is sensitive to the 

meaning of 'Abraham;' and since the reference appears in the context of 

God's promise to the Israelites--specifically the covenant of Abrah�-
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the word means the 'kin of Abraham' as well as the 'kin of the father. ' 

As the action of the poem is anticipated bv early rPminner.� of the �sraelites' 

relationship, so a similar reminder closes the action here. The major 

event of Exodus--the passing of the Red Sea--is preceded and followed 

by onomastic recollections of the Abrahamic covenant.The name-plays 

frame the passage, helping to define it as a passage to spiritual 

salvation as well as a fllght from Egyptian exile. The puns support 

the typology of the work. 

Also, these framing puns help us to see how the Noah and Abraham 

digression fits into the poem, formally and thematically. The digression 

is a short recollection of Jewish history, significantly, one that is 

introduced by a presentation of Abraham's paternity, again through 

name-play. As the tribes of Is rae 1 enter the Red Sea, we get a short 

catalog of three of them-the tribes of Judah, Reuben, and Simeone 

(ll. 319-46)--and the others follow "cynn aefter cynne" (1. 351). 

The poem leaves the narration here for something more than one hundred 

lines, the interruption beginning and ending with recognition of the 

unity of the Israelites in their coiiiiOOn ancestry and birthright. At 

the opening, we find: 

... Him waes an faeder, 
leaf leodfruma, landriht gel?ah, 
frod on ferhPe, freomagum leof.l6 

The closing presents much the same notion. Addressing Abraham, the 

"stefn of heofonum" (1. 417) tells him of the land promised "leode pine,/ 

freobearn faeder, folca selost" (11. 445-6) , 'to your people, free-born 

of the father, best of folks.' 

The notion of a free people is repeated in both cases, but more 

importantly, the opening and the closing of the digression both remind 
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us of the Israelites' relationship to Abraham a.nd of their participation 

in the covenant: the opening mentions the "landriht" (l. 354), where 

the clos:ing specifies "land Cananea" (1. 445a) . Working in conjunction 

with the plays on 'Abraham,' these references to the covenant recall 

the theme of sal.vation that runs throughout· the work. In fact, tP.is / 
piece of 'digressive' salvation history is framed by onomastic play 

in much the same way that the passage of the Red Sea is framed. Both 

should alert the reader to the essential typology of the work , and 

the frame-within-a-frame structure establishes parallels among the 

Israelites, Noah and his kin, and_!saac preserved from the knife. 

Lucas has pointed out how much of the digression is concerned with 

the confirmation of the covenant through Abraham's faith and God's 

saving of Isaac: 
. 17 

as God saved Isaac, so He saves the Israelites. 

As mentioned earlier, Isaac was a type of the saved, and like the 

frame, the pun on Isaac's name supports the details of the typology. 

In the digression, ��e 'joy' of his name anticipates the celebration 

of the Israelites in the broader narration. After being reminded by 

Moses of God's promise of salvation, and after witnessing the fulfillment 

of this promise in the passage of the sea, we are told that the Israelites 

were joyful, that the "werod waes on salum" (1. 5_65). 

The Noah section functions in a similar way. As Isaac is the 'joy' 

of his father's faith, Noah and his kin are the 'eternal remnants' of 

, 
the flood--"ece lafe" (l. 370). The typing of Noah and his family as 

'remnant' apparently enjoyed considerable commerce in Anglo-Saxon England, 

for besides Exodus , the notion also appears in Genesis A, where Noah or 

Noah and his family are referred to as "wrapa lafe" (1. 1496) and "waetra 

lafe" (1. 1549) .18 
Here and in Exodus we have another potential name-play--
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though the evidence is strained. For the apocalyptic Book of Enoch 

(Enoch I) etym::>logizes 'Noah' as 'he shall be left, ' and on the evidence 

adduced by Robert Kaske, we can tenatively conclude that the Book of 

19 
Enoch· was available in Anglo-Saxon England. In traditional etymology, 

in the tradition of Jerome, 'Noah' is etymologized as requies, but the 

Ethiopic text of Enoch that has come down to us reads ""\' \.t 'oo, meaning 

20 
"what is left, spared, remnant." Oanielou and Calder have both ratiier 

blithely accepted 'remnant' as a play on 'Noah,' and if we agree with 

them, we can see the ety.100logical play echoing throughout the work in 

the various uses of "laf. "21 

But the evidence is tenuous at best. As Lucas implies in his 

note to "ece lafe" in Exodus (l. 370)--our primary example of play on 

'Noah'--the phrase must grammatically refer to his family rather than 

. 22 to Noah himself. Although this sort of reference is quite possible--

referring to Noah 1 s family by a pun on his name--the th.read of the 

evidence is wearing very thin. We are certainly on safer ground if we 

view tRe recurrences of 'laf' as evidence of the theological notion 

of remnant in the poem, and accept it as linguistic support for the 

23 
onomastic pattern found in the play on 'Abraham. ' 

For the solid name-play that we have in Exodus is strengthened 

throughout the poem. As Noah 1 s family is called the "ece lafe," so 

Isaac is called "yrfelafe" (1. 403) and "leodum to lafe" (l. 405). 

The Tsraelites, after passing the Red Sea, are referred to as thP. "sa�l�fe" 

(1. 585), certainly an echo of the Deluge as well as a literal reference. 

The correlation is furthered--by negation--when we are told that no 

remnant of the Egyptians returned home: "paes heriges ham eft ne com/ 

ealles ungrundes aenig to lafe" ( 11. 508-9) . 
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We have solid evidence of the play on 'Abraham. 1 Its etymology 

is consistently posed as 'father' in Patristic sources. Its appearance 

in Exodus aligns with the historical context of the narrative and with 

the theme of salvation that is the nucleus of the poem. 'lbe isolated 

examples of plays on 'Abraham' work in conjunction with the many other 

etymological puns available, all of them enriching Exodus and increasing 

its density. Likewise, the plays on 'Abraham' can be allusive as well 

as denotative, expanding the historical and thematic context of Exodus, 

even while increasing its poetic power. Finally, the repetition of . . . 

plays on 'Abraham' frame the major event of Exodus, and during this 

event, the major digression is similarly framed. Structural repetition 

correlates the two and demonstrates their common thematic core--salvation 

and salvation history o 'nle variety Of ways that I Abraham' iS USed . .i:n 

Exodus attests, certainly, to the importance of him as a historical and 

theological figure, but this variety attests also to the subtle and 

sophisticated regard for proper names that exist in Anglo-Saxon literature. 

Mark Allen 

University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign 
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